[Between empathy and setting limits--reflections on psychodynamics and treatment techniques in psychoanalytic therapies for hyperkinetic disorders].
The rise in "hyperkinetic disorder" diagnoses is not based on better but rather on less precise diagnoses. As a rule the co-morbidities as mentioned in ICD-10 like emotional disorders, commitment disorders and social behaviour disorders, are the real clinical pictures accompanied by such symptoms as inattentiveness, hyperactivity and impulsiveness. These are disorder pictures based possibly on unconscious areas of conflict which can be managed by psychoanalytic treatment. However, this involves considerable treatment challenges taking into account that there are some major difficulties: Children showing said disorder pictures have not only symbolizing disorders but mostly also playing disorders. They experience playing not symbolically, no longer mainly "as if" and taking place in a space between imagination and reality. Their play may easily turn into concreteness or reality and get out of control all of a sudden. In addition, children and young people with externalizing disorders constantly attack basic conditions and seek to destroy them. Verbal intervention frequently does not reach the patients. Counter transferences are very difficult to bear and to control, and the tendency of psychotherapists to join in is strong. It is therefore of great importance to work on the ability of symbolization and mentalization, on relationship and transference, simultaneously however on frame and structure, with reliability and regularity of the settings. Analytic therapies as well as therapies founded on depth psychology may be indicated, possibly supplemented by parallel medication; at the beginning a particularly careful diagnosis should be made.